When you are unsure of your company, we used to be taught, there are three unsafe topics to be avoided in polite dinner conversation: sex, politics, and religion. In each area, opinions and beliefs may be as divergent as they are strongly held. The more we discuss, the less anything, or anybody may change. And you never know who may be offended. So better to talk about the weather-we can still disagree, nothing changes, and everything is done without offending someone we do not know yet.
In every country afflicted with AIDS, the extension of religious principles to AIDS care has been accompanied by their extension to other aspects, such as sex, sexuality, and sexual behavior. Generally, this added baggage has been unwelcome, and unhelpful to people in need of HIV treatment. Good AIDS care is a secular activity.
The principle of separation of Church and State, the secular from the clerical, has been painfully learned many times. Historically, when we invoke a religious basis for a civil right, such as education, we get exclusive schools. When we invoke religion as a basis for healthcare, we get private hospitals. Within countries, universalism of the civil rights to education and healthcare has come only from secular policies and public means. It is hard to imagine international public health (let alone healthcare) policies developed under anything but the rarest, most practical, and most enlightened religious guidance, already knowing that these policies are set by economic priorities, not just the public good or distributive justice.
Whenever religion and politics have mixed, the spirituality of religion has been the first casualty, and good government has been the second. The logical extension is the secular legislation of belief and good behavior, and the clerical control of taxation and real estate. We have been there.
In this issue, Rabbi Spira and Dr. Wainberg remind us of religious ethical imperatives that demand universal access to HIV treatment internationally. But who will pay? According to whose needs, and whose means? They state that both the needs and the means are shared, and should be addressed on a societal level. HIV treatment is a fragment of wider secular issues. Religious ethics may instruct policy-making, but this must be kept a secular process to address the needs of all.
AIDS is a charged topic, and a social problem. The response and the eventual solution to the pandemic of HIV infection, AIDS, and death is a secular and political issue. People who are guided by religious ethics may make good public policies, but these policies need to come from generally responsible, good government. It is true that religions, which predate today's governments and will outlast them, have provided the foundations for ethical systems. These religious ethical principles also advise us against war, against arming dictators for profit, against exploitation and impoverishment of people, and against a hundred other historical injustices predating AIDS. Principle-based ethics are not that far off the "Golden Rule." Our mothers, let alone religious codes, or moral philosophies would tell us to help each other in dealing with AIDS.
AIDS is inextricably intertwined with other diseases, such as tuberculosis, with poverty and every other aspect of development and economic growth, and with militarism and politics. We must tackle medical HIV care in the context of other medical, social, economic, and political issues in order to be ethical, as well as effective. ■
